
July 8, 2012 Comments
In No Particular Order

It was a great but challenging ride! Adding the 40 would be great but keep the 3 sisters in there might have a better shot at 
it with less miles:) big and middle were tough with all the little nephew hills that came before them! Thanks for SAG assist 
with my flat at mile 54 so I could finish my ride! Will be back next year

Oh more potty’s at rest stops would be good too. -Tania

The ride was fun- I have done this ride every year- I don’t think you need to do early pick up but it would be a nice option- 
just put up bigger signs with letters at the registration table and don’t let people bring their bikes with them in line ( I didn’t 
understand why people were doing that...). As for the start -I think the waiting in the “staging” area was a much better idea 
than waiting ON the bridge to go as we have every other year- it spreads everyone out. The 40 mile option is a GREAT idea!

This was my first century, and i had a great experience. Was very impressed by the number of volunteers especially those at 
the rest stops - great support! Will the photos be posted online? Thanks guys. -Sam

Had a blast, thank you so much! It was my first metric by myself as my husband is a big cyclist. He said he thinks I was the 
first female to cross the finish. So whether I was or not, still proud of myself and had a great time!

Yea I agree with an improved registration and I think a 40 mile option is a great idea. I heard several comments addressing 
that. I really enjoyed the 60 mile loop. I thought the selection of roads was awesome even the Three Sisters hill. Added a 
little OMG to the ride. I hope you don’t change the route too much. Thank you for all your hard work. This ride will defi-
nitely be included on my calendar. -Ken

Thanks very much for all the hard work and planning. The event was well organized despite the above..the course marking 
were very good for the 60 mile ride. Maybe two tents at the rest stops and several porta potties..Well done, thank you again. 
-Valerie

Thanks Eric for a great event! I called the SAG support at Rest Stop 5 phone number at around 10:00 am and they did not 
answer. I left a message and they never called back. It’d be good to ensure the phone numbers listed are manned. Later, I 
verified I had called the correct number. A SAG wagon found me walking a short while later and got me to Rest Stop 5 for 
a broken brake cable. They did a great fix. Doug later sagged me in as it got hot, so thanks to Doug too. All in all, a fun day. 
-Sandy

It was a great day, our first, my son (20) and I enjoyed it very much. I thought everything seemed to be organized, we got 
there very early 5:15. Everyone was friendly and they encouraged us along the way, especially since we were one of the last 
ones to finish the 9 mile! It was well worth trying it and we will do it next year too. Thanks for all your hard work. -Cheryl

The ride was great as usual and you guys put in tons of work to get this done. Registration would likely not be a problem 
if people would show up on time but early pick up is a good idea. The idea to not hold riders on Holcomb Bridge was a 
great move, solved some of the problems related to testosterone laden riders that insist on getting in front of everyone and 
caused several early on mishaps last year. I think there are still some issues with correct course markings but it was much 
better than last year. Huge problem with the 60 and l00 mile break off since in the large group I was riding close to I think 
every single 100 mile rider missed the turn and had to turn around--marking signs only visible at the last minute and no 
volunteer there at all to direct riders. You improve every year and I think this is a great ride and I will continue to do it ev-
ery year. I don’t think a lot of people truly understand how much work goes into these events and you are to complimented 
for an excellent job. -Jim

Eric and Doug,
I could see that you guys tried to incorporate the negatives from previous years and turn them around. The main com-
plaints were poor markings and average rest stops. I was pleasantly surprised by how well everything went, and the post-
ride lunch was a nice surprise. I saw so many bad reviews that I almost did not participate but I chose to go anyway....I 
knew it would be a great ride when you pointed out how much climbing was involved, and that was another common 



complaint. I knew this year would be great, and I had faith that you guys would make this a super ride.
My only complaint was the turn onto Coleman Road from what I believe was Pine Grove Road after riding into Down-
town Roswell. Having to watch for the turn, the marker, and the traffic was tricky. I only knew where to turn because I was 
expecting it. Otherwise, I would have passed it. I can’t wait to come back in 2013. Thanks for a memorable ride.

The other small issue I noticed was the number stickers did not stick in the humidity. There are higher grade / stickier label 
products I think, or the wrap around kind that go on bikes would work too. Thanks again.

Eric: “Cudo’s, well done, thank you, great event, nice shirts, excellent sag stops and terrific volunteers from beginning to 
end, road marking was well done, hotter than hell, tough course yet one of the best I have ever ridden.” The above com-
ments were heard throughout the day and I would agree with all. On behalf of Bike Roswell...great job! You made it hap-
pen and the turnout exceeded everyone’s expectations. Couple items that might make next year’s event flow smoother. 1. 
Alphabetic lettering positioned high above tables to guide people for registration. 2. Eight or nine registration points...I 
believe you had 6? 3. I recognize numbers are used for photo’s, yet unfortunately the heat/humidity left a trail of numbers 
on the course....tyvek wrist bands? http://www.uline.com/BL_821/Tyvek-Wristbands?pricode=WJ905&gclid=CNmXyM6h
i7ECFc3MKgodrGG61Q 4. Water....lots more water 5. Misters? (providing aid stations have hose access) For next year, I’m 
sure you have your own list for route, set up, registration, volunteers, etc., yet until then - again - FANTASTIC event. Thank 
you, -Steve T.

Eric, I couldn’t agree more with everything, well done and great course. I heard many positive comments about the start as 
well, no need to stop on the bridge if it’s not necessary. Great job by the the many Flyer volunteers. Thanks again. -Steve

It was actually pretty good, congratulations and keep me informed on future events, I had a great time, thanks a lot! -Alex

Make the signs bigger for where to go.

First and foremost this was an awesome event. This was my first time participating. Thanks for the well marked route i was 
concerned not knowing how I would read the cue sheet while I cycle.The 40 mile option will be great.

It was indeed a great day. You do need more than one toilet at each rest stop. The lines were long and at the twenty mile 
mark a number of cyclists were heading to the trees. Thanks for all your hard work and making the ride happen.

Thank you for everything. I don’t want to repeat the registration issues...it all worked out. I just needed a sign I could see to 
know where to stand. Was told to move to the back of the line 2x this morning. The course and food at the end were great. 
Thanks for the live bands and great weather! It was my 1st time. Will def. recommend for next year. Brett R

Eric Super ride today. I thought you did a great job of organizing and I heard a lot of super comments from riders. I drove 
the northern part of the ride friday. It looked like the route was clearly marked and it was a beautiful route. Even nice warn-
ings on the hills. It was clear to me there were a lot of happy riders. The only negative comments I heard were from one gal 
who was upset at not having a totally gluten free menu option. She was explaining that to everyone who would listen and I 
happened to be nearby. Thanks for your good work for the riding community. 5 attaboys! chuck

Could of had more ride support. At reststop2 my cleats were loose and they didn’t even have a tool to tighten them. Luckily 
one of the other riders helped out. Other than that good ride :)

Eric & Doug,
You guys did a super job as always. Thanks so much for all of your hard work. Don’t worry, I am sure that you will be hand-
somely rewarded in the next life. Perhaps you will presented with your very own Cannondale SuperSix EVO with your 
name engraved on it! It could happen. ;-) -Scott

Hi Eric and Doug, It was a lot of fun. Thank you for your hard work and execution of such a well attended event. My only 
concern were the rest stops. Waiting in line for water, gatorade and porta potties cost me over an hour on the day. One rest 
stop ran out of water all together. I know this is something you will have remedied by next years event. I plan to be back 
and bring my group from Life Time Athletic Atlanta with me. -Bethany



Eric and Doug, Fantastic day! Thank you both, can’t imagine the work and planning that it takes to do this. This was my 
first time on this ride and I did the 23 miler (also my first organized bike event, so take my comments accordingly): - you 
will always have your complainers. Please know that 95% of the event was absolutely fine. - glad to hear pre-packets will be 
available, good idea, although it wasn’t horrible at registration - some of the posts on facebook/active website weren’t right 
(about not being able to ride on 400 because of the grooves, or all the wrecks, etc.) - the route was very well marked, thank 
you. - kudos to the police for blocking the roads - the streets we took we great - very little traffic which was huge. - the hills 
were tough - but its atlanta, what can you do? - glad to hear about a 40 miler. I am going to set that as my goal for next year. 
Would be cool if: - provided the link to mapmyride on the website...I did find the route but took some digging. Would be 
great if everyone posted their times - not as a race, just curious like how long people took to do the 60 or 100. Maybe you 
have some data to share? - the 2011 website was still out there, I was confused at first because I went there by mistake and 
couldnt register (obviously) - there was some advice for newbs. I did a bad job of planning, particularly nutrition during 
the ride Thank you again very much. I’ll be doing a lot more biking as a result of this event and look forward to next year! 
-Laurence.

Loved the route and riding on 400! Felt very safe. Sag was good with plenty of ice and water. Other than registration, a few 
ideas: helmet stickers came off--wristbands work pretty well, food waiting at finish line -- we left at 10:45 w/o postride food 
b/c we were impatient :), marking if there is an upcoming turn on descents -- we missed a few turns and had to go back b/c 
we were going to fast and it snuck up. Thanks! -Kathryn

Hi Eric & Doug,
Thanks for putting this together! My friend & I did the 9 mile ride, then I continued on for 23. Overall, it was a nice ride, 
although hillier than I expected through the subdivisions. Look forward to doing it again. Note: We got near the end of the 
pack & by then, there were no traffic controls or guidance. Crossing Holcomb Br & getting onto Old Alabama needs some 
guidance - like a sign or flag, etc. Curious how many riders there were. And...here’s 8 min. of my ride, including GA 400 
portion: http://youtu.be/ooI9z2dv-eE
Best regards, Jeff

why not run the same course clockwise right turns instead of left,difficulty more toward the start?? -JS

Hi Eric,
I rode the hospitality hwy for the first time this year. I rode the metric century. Originally I didn’t have this ride on my 2012 
ride calendar but two of my neighbors talked me into it at the 11th hour! :-) I want to begin by giving you a gigantic thanks 
for organizing the event. I can only imagine the amount of work that must go into the logistics of such an event. You and 
the volunteers do it out of your passion for the sport and cause and as a result we cyclist get to enjoy an organized, social 
ride. THANK YOU! With that said I’m sad to say that it is very unlikely that I’ll do this ride again. My overall experience 
for the ride was terrible. It started from the very beginning. As you know the pre-registration process was a nightmare. The 
lines were not marked and it was chaos as people tried to find out where they should be. Next the ride started later than I 
was led to believe. I was told that we had to be lined up at 5:45 for a prompt 6am start. As you know the ride lined up and 
started later than this. (though in hindsight it was good that I showed up expecting to line up at 5:45 as registration took 
so long!). After the ride started, the first 10 miles or so were miserable. I am an experienced road cyclist having ridden 
road bikes for 12 years (15 years when you include mountain biking). I understand and appreciate that the event invites 
inexperienced riders for the shorter legs. Unfortunately, I found myself behind many inexperienced riders who 1) did not 
maintain their line or attempt to ride consistently, 2) didn’t point out road obstacles (my $1k+ Ksyriums are a little more 
sensitive to craters than the other person’s mountain bike wheel!), 3) slowed/braked without any verbal or visual warning 
and 4) crossed the double yellow line to face oncoming traffic to pass slower riders. I understand that you cannot control 
the individual actions of each rider but through better organization you could “group” like riders together. You could ac-
complish this by “staging” the start. First group would be for riders averaging 20+ mph. Second group would be for riders 
averaging 16-20 mph, Third group would be for riders averaging 15mph or less AND all mountain bikes and hybrids. Dur-
ing the ride I found that the rest stops were undermaned. I skipped the first one because it was too crowded. The second 
one was a short stop. Having only one port o potty I opted to take a “nature break” instead of waiting in the very long line. 
The food/drink like wasn’t too bad. The plus was that a volunteer was walking around with water filling up bottles. This was 
awesome! I did wait to get gatorade only to find that it was warm. (warm gatorade sucks! Tell them to use ice next time!!!) 
I didn’t have to wait in line. The third rest stop was a miserable fail in my opinion the organizers should be ashamed of. 



At 40 miles (I rode the metric century) I stopped at rest stop 3 to get water. The line I was in had over 30 people waiting 
for water! (that didn’t include those waiting in the “other” line!). I waited over 10 minutes (body was now cold) to find out 
that they were OUT of both water and gatorade!!! They were handing out ice only! It was a hot humid day and hydration 
is critical. Fail!!! I rode on hoping that the 4th aid station would come before I drank the last 1/2 of my second bottle. As 
I rode on fortune turned my way. The route took my directly past my friends house. I decided to stop by (unannounced) 
to pay him a visit and beg for water! I got both ice cold water and gatorade. I rode on and about 5 to 10 miles later came 
across rest stop 4. Again, it was crowded (but not as crowded as the last three) and I decided to skip it since I just grabbed 
fluids from my friend. End of the day I took 1 bottle of warm gatorade, topped off a bottle of water, ate a banana and PBJ 
sandwich and took a granola bar for the road. I brought a good bit of nutrition with me and was glad as the lines in the rest 
stops were too long. On the plus side the Finish afforded me to have some cold water, a bagel and a glass of ice cold sweet 
tea (a pleasant treat). My opinion is that the rest stops were manned for an event for 400 to 500 people (not 1300 people!). 
My compliments goes out to the person(s) that marked the route. Though some of the markings were faded I did find that 
the route was marked well and never once got off course (again I rode the 60 mile option). I ride about 2000 miles a year 
and ride 6 (metric)centuries a year. This one was unfortunately the worst experience for me. Please take my criticism con-
structively. I took the time to compose this in hopes that it will assist you to make the ride better for future riders. Thanks 
and kindest regards, Mark

It was a fun day and thank you for the post race food it was terrific. The only suggestion I have is for a race logo to be 
designed. The current design is a big stamp and makes the front of the T-shirt unbreathable. It would be cool if a graphic 
designer would make a logo for the Georgia 400 ride.

I enjoyed it. My first GA 400. Thanks bunches!! Cecilia

I think the ride was nice and very challenging, but I love a challenge. I did the 60 miles and thought the course overall was 
marked well - like the yellow paint, easier to see on the road.
I did the Tony Cerano Ride this year and was amazed at the rest stops there. The food and drink spread was awesome. Not 
sure how they did it, but had tons of food and much of it home made. After having that, I guess I was spoiled. They also 
had a few more Port-A-Pottys. Just some suggestions. I realize it is hard to put on a major event such as this with so many 
people, It is always easy to sit back and make comments. Thanks for putting this together.
Christy

This was my first Ga 400 Hospitality Century Ride. I rode the 22 mile ride. I loved it! I was lucky to avoid the lines by get-
ting there at 5:00 AM. You touched on the improvement points below. I would recommend pre-registration and a 40 mile 
option. I loved the 22 mile course though. I wouldn’t change it at all.
Here is a video of my ride. Thanks again for a great Sunday! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Iq-
0F3gGTY&feature=youtu.be
Thanks, Keith

Fabulous ride and appreciate the course improvements. This is a challenging ride and I appreciate the hills and course diffi-
culty, completely doable! LOVED the performance bike SAG stop, fun & friendly but crowded, markings were good!, about 
the only item that is troublesome is the crowded start ... really hate bunching up with so many riders but not sure what can 
be done to spread out the slower with the faster.
Nicely done!!
Sylvia

Adding 40-mile option is excellent idea. Stickers on helmets is a bad idea; what is wrong with wrist bands? Recovery food 
at end is a good idea.

Outstanding job to all organizers and volunteers. I registered for this ride for the very first time and did the 9 mile with my 
12 year old son. We now have a lifetime memory we will both enjoy. I hope to work on his endurance because I did not 
want the ride to end for myself. Thank you again and we expect to participate next year.

I thought the ride was excellent the route was quite scenic. Riding on 400 was awesome The registration was hectic for the 
volunteers but simple. I will recommend this ride to other friends. You may want to add port-a-pots to SAG stops. Just say-



ing that the Euro-peeing relief style would not work the those neighborhoods.
Howard

I would definitely recommend more porta potties at start and rest stops to avoid long waits. Thanks.

I had a good time Thank you for this opportunity Going forward your nine mile ride may have other beginners such as 
myself. It may be nice to have one water stop at say the 4.5 mile mark

Yes! I agree a forty miles option will be great. My friends and I truly enjoyed this course for a second time. Sent from my 
iPhone

I concur. The ride was great. Too many hills for some people, but hey, that’s what makes it challenging. My thoughts: - 
Route was marked well. I did not see any of the “vandalism” of years past by people eradicating markings or changing signs 
- Rest stops were well stocked. Suggestion: put more than one porta-john at the earlier stops. The lines got pretty long in 
some cases before the riders began to really spread out. - Police support was excellent - Marshalls on motor cycles (includ-
ing Manny…!!) were great. I saw them helping several riders. - Helmet numbers were not a big hit. The did not stick on the 
smooth helmets and you could see them on the ground where they had fallen off. Mine started flapping in the wind, so I 
took it off and put it in my pocket in case I got challenged. I heard lots of complaints and jokes about them. - Food after the 
ride was good. - Music was good too. - Only received on complaint that I know of about the road closure. You can never 
notify everyone, but we probably could improve in this area next time. - I could not believe how people were speeding past 
us on the last leg of Azalea and Riverside. The entire river corridor was packed with people and the cars just zoomed past 
us only to put on their brakes for the next group. I would love to have had some Police Officers there to nab these people 
(just my vent…) - It was nice that we avoided the rain…!! We need to have an after action meeting before too much time 
passes and we forget all these details. Overall I would say it was a great day for cycling in Roswell!! Thanks, Steve

Just a word of thanks to you and the volunteers for a great ride. Very well organized and great signage to help keep us on 
route. This was my first organized ride since moving to GA. I took the 23 mile ride and it was a great mixture of hills and 
flats. FYI I heard about your ride in the Florida Bicycle magazine. I look forward to hearing about next years ride. Rob

Thanks for the ride - those hills are killer. I would recommend the following for next year: • Better organization of registra-
tion as mentioned below. Complete chaos. Lines should be better marked to show A-C, D-F, etc. Signs were not visible nor 
did the categorizations of ED-HI, etc make any sense and created mass confusion. Several people waited in one line only to 
get to the front and finds out they were in the wrong line. • Volunteers on the back half of the race - especially at the splits 
b/t 23 mile rides and 60mi v 100 mi. There were volunteers at the begining of the ride...but they are really needed farther 
out on the course. A large ask, but if someone is willing to volunteer...they shouldnt care about where they are on the 
course. • Out of water at aid stations and long lines. Recommend you get more water, more lines, and speed this process up. 
One of the stations (at the fire station) ran out of water. Unacceptable. Best, Ross

Awesome ride! This was my first. I was apprehensive at riding my bike on the side of the road (as opposed to bike trails) 
before completing this ride. The hills in the neighborhoods were pretty awesome - tough, but I biked up on each one. This 
year was the 23 miler in 90 min. Next year I’m shooting for 40 in 120. BTW, registration was easy, but we showed up at 
5am!! -Ed.

Great ride! Can’t wait till next year. Regards, Al

Hi There! This was our first biking event and sure registration could have some improvements but overall I thought it was 
great! The folks on the route and especially the helpers in the water and food area after the ride were so positive and happy 
to be there! Refreshing for sure! Having the band was a nice touch! We invited some friends from Columbus to come up 
for the ride and we all agreed we’ll definitely do it again next year! Oh and we love the idea of adding the 40 mile to the 
menu :-) I’m also eager to get involved and assist in anyway. I organized the 5K and 10K race in TN for Middle TN Medical 
Center for several years so I’m happy to assist. We are relatively new to the Roswell area and slowly getting involved in the 
cycling community here and through Lifetime. We’ll see you on the road! Thanks! Cathy

It was awesome !!! Will be back next year for that 40 mile option :) Yours truly, Camille



Great ride. Please get numbers that stick better. -RICK

I would certainly do this ride again. I did the 60 mile option and found the course to be well marked and easy to follow. On 
the downside, I noticed a number of cyclists with an anything goes attitude (passing on the right, not saying “On your left” 
when passing, etc.). I think this was primarily due to lack of education on the rules of the road for cycling. I think there 
were a fair number of newbies on the course and I don’t think they fully realized how their behavior was jeopardizing the 
safety of all of us. Here’s my suggestion for next year. I did triathlons before I did bike rides and I noticed with the triath-
lons that race directors were really good about educating event participants before the event. You might consider posting 
a “Rules of the Road” section on your website and also include them in the emails participants receive prior to the event. I 
know that as a newbie triathlete, I really took this information to heart and practiced it on the course. Perhaps this would 
be true of newbie cyclists at the next Hospitality Highway Century. That’s my two cents worth! Erin

This was my first time - and it was a wonderful event! I thought that the road markings were the best of any organized 
ride that I have done. My only gentle criticisms are: (1) The start was a bit chaotic - since it’s not a race, maybe you should 
consider starting in groups of 200 (or however many) every few minutes - and allowing hybrids and granny bikes in with 
the road bikes at the start was also an issue as we had to maneuver around many of them in very tight quarters. (2) More 
port-a-johns were needed at the fire station stop (I think at 40 miles) - riders were lined up 20+ deep, and many (women 
too!) decided to use the great outdoors across the road. (3) I loved the hill signs (keep pedaling!), but because of all of the 
publicity that the “Three Sisters” got, would have liked for all three of them to be marked separately. (4) How about a “dry 
fit” type tee-shirt? My law school classmate, Jere Wood, is the mayor of Roswell. Maybe you/he can advertise the ride a bit 
more in Roswell - it would have been fun to have cheering crowds among the breakfast eaters on Canton Street. Again, 
thanks much - great job - and I’ll be back next year ... Louis Louis

The last 5 miles were marked differently then the rest of the course. Whoever marked the last 5 miles did not use stencils, 
free handed the arrows (a 5yr could have done better) and did not even bother to write “400” near the arrow. 5 of us missed 
the left turn off of Magnolia onto Coleman and ended up doing 4 extra miles. Best Regards, P.J.

You guys did a good job. I’ve been to tons of events over the years so appreciate your challenge. Things are always tough 
with onsite registration. I came early to avoid the last minute and late arrivals.. Here are my observations: I did the century 
ride. Pre-ride • Having most of registration and race materials online and minimizing the onsite tasks for the volunteers 
is a big part of efficiency. If people didn’t print out their route guides or phone number or maps, too bad. That stuff gets 
expensive and I’m for keeping the price down. You could emphasize on your website that there will be none of that, only 
number and T-shirt distribution at registration so if they don’t bring it with them they won’t have it and that you are doing 
this to keep the price down and save the environment since most people bring their own materials with notes. a pre-race 
package pickup site will help as well but if there are a lot of people more than 30-40 minute drive from that location, they 
won’t bother and will do it race day so don’t rely on it. • Your website was OK but you could add more content regarding 
how the course will be marked, features of the race, safety concerns, what will be at the rest stops, etc. since that’s what 
most first time registrants wonder about. Will I get lost? what type of nutrition and hydration do I need to bring? And for 
returning registrants you need to focus on things you’ve added and changes made. you should also differenciate your audi-
ence differently for each type of ride. The 40 mile option is a good one but that’s a lot of work, you may want to trade off 
one. YOu can run a survey of riders during your planning stage to help. Some suggestions for what type of audience each 
ride is best for will help. The website content can give your race brand identity, richness, and character. People like distinc-
tive features in a race that can feed into their stories about the race when telling others. The 3 sisters is a good example. The 
website content will allow you to build a reputation and serves as a foundation to built your brand year after year. • Was 
very please to see that everything was well organized for the early arrivals: before 5:15. I was at a Tour de Cure in St. Louis, 
MO century this year right at opening time and everyone was poorly organized and volunteers didn’t know what was going 
on. I thought your volunteers were knowledgeable and efficient with one exception--placement of the number on the hel-
met. volunteer told me right side, later PA announcement said front. Couldn’t get the number to stick on the front and had 
real problems with the tape. Suggest you go with bike number next year. New helmets don’t leave much surface to adhere 
to. also, the humidity at that time of day collects on the helmet and makes it difficult to ahere. • I imagine the rush of late 
registrations caused you problems but you need to start the ride on time. It gets hot out there later and while 15 minutes 
doesn’t sound like much at dawn, it means a lot at 11AM in the heat humidity and bad air. Ride • Rolling down GA 400 
is fun and a great marketing handle but more importantly I found it really very practical as well. It gives a broad straight 



downhill area where groups of faster and slower people can find each other safely.It allows the riders to sift out position. It 
must be a nightmare for the police but compliments to them for doing a great job.I’m sure they get an earful of complain-
ers. Keep this feature if at all possible but I’ve done similar event planning with police and communities so it will be diffi-
cult to keep it in the future at some point. • I only stopped at 2 rest stations: 60 and 80 miles. All well run and well stocked. 
Volunteers were friendly and fun and very keyed into prompt and responsive help. Liked having shade at that point. So 
the tents were a very good idea. A place to sit down and stretch in the sade would be good if you can. the ground in GA 
has some issues with fire ants and other insects that crawl into your cloths to make things really uncomfortable later in the 
ride. • Course was very well marked. Kudos to you for that. Can’t stress that enough. Since I’m a “tweener” rider. Too slow 
to stay up with the real fast young guys and faster than most, I end up usually doing most of the ride myself and not insight 
of other riders. Having clear warning before turn, at turn and confirming markings after turn is critical and you guys did 
great. the mind tends to wander after 80 miles in the heat. • I can safely say that I’ve never seen so many hills on a century. I 
liked the naming of the 3 sisters you can add a few more like big mama (or ugly sister) at around the 40 mile mark. Nam-
ing certain tough tests gives the race character and talking points to the average rider after. I will say that the hills on the 
closing 3 miles was cruel and unusal punishment but not complaining…just saying you race director has issues…:) • Not 
sure where the lemonade stands were on the 3 sisters but don’t advertise a race feature if it isn’t planned and scripted into 
the race. It may be that since I finished in 5:30 that they all had left by that point then I’m fine with that. That kind of stuff 
appeals more to the shorter distance riders but just wanted to bring up adversting versus reality. Post-ride • The only miss-
ing element for me was a leg massage at the end. This would have been great in a shaded tent. See if you can get a sponsor 
for that next year, it will be a good way to keep people at the finish line after. People will wait around for a massage and will 
hand out waiting for others in their group to get one. • More places to sit in the shade and cool off and hang out would be 
appreciated. Tents are expensive so understand. I’m assuming you had legal restrictions so you didn’t have a beer sponsor 
and beer garden tent area to sit, hang out, eat and cool off. General • I appreciate having a reasonably priced event and felt 
that I got more than my money’s worth. I know a lot of people will complain about a lot of things but find your niche, stay 
focused on the needs of your primary audiences for each race, and price accordingly. More sponsors will help and with 
your numbers growing, that should be getting easier in the future. good job and I’m looking forward next year and told 
some friends about it to put in their schedule for next year. Regards, craig

My feedback below. I also agree with the recommendation to add a distance between 23 and 62 Gerry 1. The route was very 
well-marked. 2. Parking was convenient. 3. Registration process would have been smoother with adults rather than kids 
handing out numbers and shirts. I say this because people cut the line by walking up to the front and feigning ignorance 
about which line they should be on, then sliding to the front of the adjacent line. The kids couldn’t tell them to go to the 
back. The recommendation is to clearly mark which line is which. People randomly holding up 8.5 x 11 sheets of paper 
doesn’t cut it. 4. Also, the kids gave my number (469) to someone else because it wasn’t there when I got to the front of the 
line. They gave me a random number, 1153, which may have been someone else’s number. I just don’t know. The recom-
mendation is to organize the numbers so they are not scattered over the table top, falling on the floor, etc when registrants 
arrive at the table.

I did the 23 mile so I ended up riding that lovely hill up Old Alabama twice … do you think next year you could hire some 
cheerleaders for the 2nd time through :) … good grief that was tough, but I LOVED it!!! Seriously … this was the first time 
for me and it was an experience I’ll never forget … riding down 400 with the sun just peering its head over the horizon and 
the sound of everyone pedaling and the energy of the group was an a absolute rush … I originally set out to do the 9 mile 
since I have a mountain bike, but I was so high after coming up Old Alabama I decided to keep going … it was probably 
one of the most challenging rides I’ve ever done, but let me tell you how awesome it felt riding across the finish line … I 
can’t believe how much work you and your team put in to the event … you’re truly remarkable and I’m so grateful for all 
that you do … I’m still high!!!

I thought it was great! My only suggestion is more porta potties at rest stop 2 (61-mile course). Thanks, Lori

Great ride. THX for all your hard work. one turn marked poorly- esp need a volunteer standing there as we came through 
downtown roswell, turned right st name? was ok. then went downhill quite fast and needed a volunteer to flag us to turn 
left onto i think was Coleman rd? thx. no prob. I think probably others missed it too as the yellow arrow was different from 
all the other yellow arrows and DID NOT have the yellow “400” -just an arrow. Pleasure to meet u at the start. great job! 
-Donna



I loved the 23 mile route and Greg enjoyed the century- well marked and just right. I only wish I could have gotten the size 
t-shirt I registered for since we did early registration. Oh well, I guess it’s good for a nightshirt. Thanks, your neighbors 
Debbie & Greg

Great Time Lots of FUN THX. -Chris

Thank you guys for an extremely well organized ride that was thoroughly enjoyed. The course along with feed stations and 
support was incredible, even waiting 10 minutes at mile 40 for extra water to arrive was taken in stride by all that were 
there. Kudos to all the volunteers. I second the early packet pick up as that was the only drawback to a great day, I know 
on the day registration is good for business and the charities but an earlier cutoff to that would be welcomed by all so as to 
allow the pre registered riders to leave as scheduled. I look forward to attending this amazing ride again next year. PS: what 
about a timing chip/number for those that are very competitive or just want to track their progress. Many Thanks
Clinton

Overall a good ride. Im just getting back into riding. Just moved here 2 months ago. Hills are enemies right now. I suggest 
having the ride on Saturday. On a couple of spots it felt like I needed more support along busy roads. Im not familiar with 
the roads so traffic felt it was close at times. When will the photos be available? Bigger and better next year I’m sure. Good 
job. -Rudy

The course was great and very scenics, and I would put this course as 1 of my favorites(I have done 6 Gap, Cheeha 100, Mt 
Mitchell, Tour de Tuck, Ashville, NC, Cross Fl, etc). The volunteers were great and friendly. The ice availability was really 
great on a hot day. However, I will be very unlikely come back to do this ride again for many reasons. -Soda/Coke is the 
most common drink for a cyclist in hot weather, and you guys ran completely out for century riders coming in much later 
than the 62 miler or shorter. -The shirt is arguably the worst T-shirt I have ever seen. I get FREE T-shirts at various events 
that are better in quality than that cheap rag you gave me for a T-shirt. -The road marking is terribly small and confus-
ing. Other than 2 of my friends got lost and off course, I hear the same thing from various riders out there with the same 
reason. You have the 400 symbol, then you switch to a larger yellow arrow in the last 10’ish miles of the ride. I personally 
didn’t get lost, but I have to focus more on where I am going than to pedal the bike. I shouldn’t have to look around to see if 
I was on the right course or not, ie, look for other cyclists on the course. There were major intersections without any mark-
ing, ie, an unclear assumption that we have to go straight. -Though they are great talents, the extremely loud music on a 
super hot day where most riders are probably experiencing some sort of a headache after the ride is probably not the best of 
ideas. Thanks, Huan

The 60 mile course was the best yet ever! Less funky turns, less heavy traffic, challenging but good Sent from my iPhone 
-Roberto

40 mile option would be great! Great ride - very tough course. Didn’t see any water at the finish? Did i miss something...

Thanks for putting together a fun ride. Is there a place online a bunch of the images taken will be available ? Enjoyed the 
ride..hope to see you next year Steven

I noticed photographers on route---can you tell me where to look for those pics. Thank you again for organizing a great 
bike event! -Tania

Excellent markings on the full century. My only recommendation is more port-a-potties at the earlier rest stops - the line 
at the second rest stop was 20 minutes. After that it was less of an issue since the riders are more split apart. The course was 
great - challenging but great. Thanks for the hard work. It paid off.

This was my first cycle event. In fact it is about the 3rd time I have ridden my road bike. I am a marathon runner by trade, 
and am just getting interested in cycling. Might I suggest bib numbers for shirts rather than stickers for helmets. Murphy’s 
law really comes into play with anything that you might need to stick to something else. If not, maybe writing the numbers 
on the arms of participants like in a triathlon might work as well. Even though most people have cycling experience, it 
seemed like inexperienced riders were not cognizant of the rules of the road, and there were many groups of casual riders 
that would ride 3 - 4 abreast rather than in single file. It made passing these groups quite dangerous when the roads were 



narrower. Sending out a “rules of the road” reminder pre event might be helpful. This was a fantastic event and the weather 
was perfect for it. I will most definitely be participating again, and next time the longer rides. Thank you for all of your 
hard work.

Thanks. It was a great ride. Quite a challenge! I am curious how many people you think did the 103 mile course? That was 
my route. -Clay

All in all a great event! I did the 60 mile and found that the farther out I got, the less signs I saw. I had a cue sheet but there 
were some riders that caught up to me and had taken a few wrong turns. I did not like having to wear numbers. A lot of 
riders lost theirs. I think the neon bracelets you’ve used in the past worked much better. Lastly, while I know you’re ad-
dressing registration issues, riders should not bring their bikes to the registration tables. All the latecomers did this and it 
was a huge pain to maneuver through the crowd. Again, a great event. I love it. Have done it 3 times and will do again next 
year!!! Sent from my iPhone

I really enjoyed the ride and was able to bring my daughters along too. It was their first organized ride and they had lots of 
fun, in spite of the early morning. Thank you so much for continuing to hold such a fun event! Thanks for all the hard work 
and dedication! -Marci

I have ridden this ride since it’s inception. And, overall, I did enjoy the ride yesterday. However, unless I can feel confident 
that the Registration, Inadequate water supplies and T Shirt challenges will be addressed appropriately, I will not ride it 
again, nor will I encourage any of my riding mates to ride it. I offer the following as constructive thoughts and criticisms: 1. 
Etiquette Guide. There seemed to be an overabundance of knuckleheads yesterday (and I mean riders in full kit with 
expensive bicycles, not Mom and Pop on an upright) who were clueless about Road Biking etiquette. Please consider 
publishing some sort of advice of dos and don’ts: a. Bicycle Etiquette (for lack of a better term) Park your bike and do not 
haul it into lines waiting for registration or at Rest Stops. There were lines everywhere and lots of folks seemed reluctant to 
let go of their bikes long enough to even go to the bathroom or refill water bottles (when there was water). b. Rest Stop 
Etiquette: At least take off your gloves at rest stops before reaching for food. It would be nice if there were a water station to 
wash al la BRAG. I am not a germ - a -phobic, but I will not eat food from a bowl (as in bowl of pretzels) when bikers who 
just left the porta-toilet and are still swearing nasty gloves are diving in nor do I like to eat peanut butter sandwiches made 
by some guy who is not wearing those cellophane gloves. One stop, the last I think had a water hose hooked up and were 
using it to refill water thermos’ That would have helped at the Providence road fire station when there was no water avail-
able. d. Spacing. The stops were well spaced and of the right number. c. Road Etiquette. Single file on busy roads (why do 
people ride in the middle of the road on Birmingham Hwy, Hopewell Rd, Coleman Road, Azalea, etc.? No wonder motor-
ists dislike us). Use Verbal warnings: “Car back, Car Up, Turning, Slowing, Stopping, etc (Might actually save the knuckle-
head riding in the middle of the road). d. Traffic Signals. Obey traffic lights and stop signs. ( I will admit that I only slow a 
bit and do rolling stops at most stop signs, but I do stop at all traffic lights. I consistently watched idiots run lights at very 
busy intersections like McFarland, Hwy 9, and Hwy 120, among others. That’s another reason motorists dislike us). I have 
been present when Alpharetta Police have told us bikers to obey all traffic signs and signals or they would ticket us. I have 
been told that they have ticketed bicyclers. And the rumor during BRAG Roswell layover was that they were pulling bikers 
for not stopping at a stop sign. Once an obviously bored Roswell Policeman gave me a warning for not stopping at Eves 
Road. e. Rest Stop Etiquette. At a minimum, take off gloves and park bicycle. f. There are probably many more do and 
don’ts, these are just the ones that jumped out to me as I rode yesterday. 2. Rest Stops. a. Volunteer Guide. Maybe there was 
a How to Set up a Rest Stop guide, if so it wasn’t read. All the rest stops were very poorly organized. Water /PowerAde 
Thermos were in the middle of the food. Things were all jammed together. Why not clearly separate them? It would make 
for less confusion. Most of the stations could have used at least one additional table to separate better all the functions: 
sandwich making, serving and liquids. At a couple of stations, the porta -toilet was right beside the food/water station. All 
this caused general confusion and congestion, particularly when many refused to let go of their bicycle. b. Supplies. Obvi-
ously you know you were under supplied, especially with water. On a hot day, this is not satisfactory. c. Food. Generally 
food was adequate and satisfactory. The last rest stop (Lake Charles Fire station) stated they were about out of everything 
(this was about 10:00 AM). d. Spacing. The stops were well spaced and of the right number. 3. T shirt. Unless I got a bad 
one, this is the absolutely worst T shirt I have ever received. I am referring to the quality of the shirt, not the design. The 
cotton is so thin it is almost transparent. And it is mis -sized. I am a XL kind of guy and this barely covers my navel. My 
shirt upon reflection certainly seems to be different from the ones I saw on all the volunteers at the finish. I do not ride in 
these events just for the T shirt, but if I am paying the price I paid for this ride I expect something of much better quality. I 



use the Mayor’s Ride T shirt as a comparison. That was one of the better; if not best shirts I have enjoyed wearing. I will 
happily trade mine in for a better one if I got a one off mistake or one from the result of a last minute order for additional T 
shirts. Just tell me where to bring my shirt for a trade in. 4. Route. It was challenging and I was happy with it. However, I 
am certain you will receive complaints about the route, particularly the climbs in Mountain Park and Wildwood Springs. I 
think you could have offered more cautions that the 60 miler was a strenuous ride with significant 10-12-14% grades in the 
latter part of the ride. I saw people pushing their bikes up all these hills. Old Alabama is underestimated by almost every-
one also. I am certain many 1st time riders did not fully understand that they would have to climb Old Alabama twice if 
they did more than the 9 miler. Neither of two 1st timers that I met up with in the latter stages down Riverside were aware 
that they would have to go up Old Alabama again. I would not change the overall route, maybe make some tweaks such as I 
have suggested below. 5. Route Markings. Overall the marking were good. There were a few that could have used more 
advance and repetitive warnings. I can’t remember exactly where but up in the Union Hill area and again on Hopewell (I 
think) I would have missed a couple of turns if I had not seen folks ahead making a left hand turn. And, I did see riders in 
front of me miss the right turn into Wildwood Springs and several riders behind me told me that they would have missed 
the left off Magnolia and onto Coleman if they had not seen me turning. That’s one of the more dangerous turns too. Why 
not turn right off Woodstock onto North Coleman Road and down to left onto Pine Grove Road to reach right hand turn 
onto Coleman Road? This would avoid Canton Street and all the associated congestion with Roswell United Methodist 
Church on Magnolia and that bad left turn off Magnolia onto Coleman. 6. Start. You got the start right this year. We were 
back close to the Burger King and when starting we just rode up Holcomb Bridge and down the ramp onto 400. That’s the 
best in 3 years. It avoided all the crashes from the knuckleheads jammed together on the ramp waiting to start. And, it 
avoided jams on 400 itself. Last year there was a major crash going up the hill after crossing the river. 7. Registration. a. 
Helmet Number. I still don’t understand why the number. Your email mentioned advance packet pick up for next year. 
Perhaps that will help if the number is some sort of requirement to ride and not a race committee bright idea. I suggest a 
clear explanation as to why the number is needed. For Safety reasons? Identification for comments such as these? Was it for 
some sort of raffle? If so then just hand everyone a raffle ticket or put everyone’s name in a box and not waste time hunting 
for 1,300 matching numbers in the dark. b. Lines. No one knew which line to get into for the correct alphabetical match up. 
I am an “S” so I knew I was somewhere on the far end. However all the lines seemed to merge into and around parked cars 
and people who again refused to let go of their bicycle. c. Lights. A picky point, but many of the spot lights were shining 
straight out and not downward, This was blinding not only as one approached from the darkness of the car park toward all 
the registration confusion, but also whilst waiting in line to finally register. Thank you and all the volunteers for all the 
hard, unpaid work to put this ride together. Please accept these comments in the constructive spirit in which they were 
written. John

How many people did the 100? Sent from my Motorola ATRIX™ 4G on AT&T

Please put a big sign at the 100 / 60 split. Otherwise the ride was great. Thank you for all your hard work. Best regards, Alan

This was my first year riding the Hospitality ride (I just started to ride in March) and I really enjoyed it! Riding down 400 
was pretty cool. Although I have done many group rides already, this was by far the largest yet and seeing all of this riders 
lined up in front of and behind me was so exciting! Yes, registration needs to change but you already know that. I think a 
40 mile option would be a good idea as 23 miles was too little for several of my friends but they were not up to riding the 
metric with me. I think the biggest thing I felt needed changing was that there was no 30 mile sag stop. Going the twenty 
miles between the two stops seemed a bit too long, especially since it is at a hot time of the year and we ran out of water 
between stops. Other than that, the sags were great (the bread from Trader Joe’s was yummy). It was wonderful having ice 
to put into our bottles because warm water and gatorade suck. Thanks for putting this on - it has been quite an eye opener 
joining the cycling community - so many organized and passionate people supporting my new sport! Looking forward to 
doing it next year. Lisa

The good (actually the great): • Riding on 400 - how cool is that • The early start - 30 miles by 8:30am, perfect • The two 
fire station rest stops - the oranges really hit the spot • The 60 mile route was terrific - very diversified, safe and with a good 
collection of killer hills! • The people - all were very friendly and safety alert given the size of the crowd • Registration was 
really not so bad • Suggestions: • Better lighting and signage at the registration area • How about more than once per year 
- maybe a late fall or winter ride? (easy to ask for but hard to organize...) Thanks very much for the effort/work organizing 
the event. See you next year!!! Take care. -Jay



Kudos to the SAG guys...they fixed my flat and got me back on the road for the 23 mile (albeit far behind from where I was) 
and could not have been nicer.I stopped to give the number to another rider who caught a flat and they came quickly to 
him as well. I thought the course was well marked and the ride well run. Nice work! I will be back next year. -Wendy

I rode the 60 mile and it was great. I pre-registered and had no issues. Everything was handled professionally and I cannot 
wait to ride again next year. Thanks for all of your hard work in making this a great event. (The only thing I would change 
is re-naming the big sister to the “mother-in-law”)

You will get complaints. Naturally. There are always lesson to be learned and opportunities to improve Let me simply say 
“thank you” to you and the team for your leadership in pulling off another event I had a great time. Route was well marked, 
volunteers were courteous, porta-potties were clean, and post event band was fun(kind of school of rock).

I enjoyed your event this past weekend. It was a wonderful experience to see all those bike riders as they registered and 
lined up for their bike ride on GA. 400. Hopefully if you have this event again next year, I can start training for this event 
and join the other riders. If you have any questions don’t hesitate, please give me a call. It was a pleasure to work with you. 
Thanks, Tony Campbell P.S. We have photos of the event placed on the Home Page of our website, Ajc.com underneath 
AJC Photo Galleries.

I had a great time at the ride! I think the 40-mile option would be great. However, let me share some difficulties I had that 
can be avoided for next time. First, the 9-mile rest stop had no cups for water, which messed those of us up who had only 
Gatorade in their packs. The second rest stop had cups but no water! There was no rest stop until mile 40...and there should 
have been one at mile 30, because I got dehydrated by then (the pack wasn’t enough for 20 miles--at least THOSE 20 miles). 
The Roswell Bicycles truck offered me some water, but they only had 2 inches left in a bottle. I was severe by the time I got 
to the fire station and had to bow out. I think if the rest stops are spaced every 10 miles (just in case something happens 
like one of them running out of water), and if everyone who supports the bikers has water on hand, that would be great. I 
wasn’t prepared for the terrain in the middle section, granted, but a mile 30 water break might have saved me. Boooo for 
me not finishing my first 60. But at least there’s much room for improvement. :) Thanks for your consideration. See you 
next year. -Dena

I t was awesome!!!! It was my first time and i have done the 60 miles course....Big accomplishment for myself I want to say 
thank you all for the hospitality and the stop/rest area was awesome, well done I love the idea of a 40 miles course because 
i had some friends that couldn’t finish the 60 miles and did drop at the fire station stop/rest area Thank you again and see 
you next year, Marcos.

thanks for a great ride. All the markings were clear, the rest stops were great, and traffic was light most of the day. Registra-
tion was a breeze. The only tricky turn was Coleman Road. I didn’t see the marking but keeping an eye on traffic and going 
down the hill was tricky. Can’t wait to come again in 2013. Thanks for answering all my questions despite how annoying 
they probably were. See you next year

“Cudo’s, well done, thank you, great event, nice shirts, excellent sag stops and terrific volunteers from beginning to end, 
road marking was well done, hotter than hell, tough course yet one of the best I have ever ridden.” The above comments 
were heard throughout the day and I would agree with all. On behalf of Bike Roswell...great job! You made it happen and 
the turnout exceeded everyone’s expectations. Couple items that might make next year’s event flow smoother. 1. Alpha-
betic lettering positioned high above tables to guide people for registration. 2. Eight or nine registration points...I believe 
you had 6? 3. I recognize numbers are used for photo’s, yet unfortunately the heat/humidity left a trail of numbers on the 
course....tyvek wrist bands? http://www.uline.com/BL_821/Tyvek-Wristbands?pricode=WJ905&gclid=CNmXyM6hi7ECF
c3MKgodrGG61Q 4. Water....lots more water 5. Misters? (providing aid stations have hose access) For next year, I’m sure 
you have your own list for route, set up, registration, volunteers, etc., yet until then - again - FANTASTIC event. Thank you, 
-Steve T.

Hey that was a really great ride and I’ll be back next year with all of the friends I can recruit! Maybe next year there could 
be staggered start times for the different distance riders? Having a few different start times/waves would be awesome, but I 
realize that’s easier said than done! Thanks again guys!



I had a very enjoyable ride with the 62 mile option. The changes form last year were great. Thanks for doing such a fantastic 
job

A 40 mile option would be great. I did 40 miles on the Silver Comet Trail two weeks ago and it was a great ride. I did the 23 
mile ride and it was awesome. The hills kick by butt though. I enjoyed every minute of it. Thanks for the feedback.

Please more porta pottys. Great on the 40 mile option (- I ended at 40 miles on my own anyway) -Laura

You guys did a great job. The route marking was superb.

Hi guys, I know you probably get a lot of whiney emails, but I thought the event went fine. It was my first ride of that type 
and if people show up on time and read the backup information before the event it really alleviates all those issues. I agree a 
little more signage for the registration and early pickup would be great, but the start takes so long with all those folks I don’t 
see it as a huge problem. Great job, my group had a lot of fun. The route was well marked if you paid attention and we had 
zero issues with navigation. Overall it was quite an enjoyable experience for my first long group ride. Thanks again and we 
will see you next time! Regards, Mike

I t was awesome!!!! It was my first time and i have done the 60 miles course....Big accomplishment for myself I want to say 
thank you all for the hospitality and the stop/rest area was awesome, well done I love the idea of a 40 miles course because 
i had some friends that couldn’t finish the 60 miles and did drop at the fire station stop/rest area Thank you again and see 
you next year, Marcos.

Are we able to buy any of the photos? It was a challenging ride, but felt great crossing the finish line. Probably the most 
challenging thing since starting my weight loss journey. I have lost 130 pounds so far, and I am sure the 60 mile ride will 
burn a few more off this week. Thanks for a good time. -Jason

Eric and Doug, registration wasn’t horrible, but some improvement would be great. :) It was a great event and we will do it 
again. Just because you asked for input, the one and only thing I didn’t like (my first time) was the “tour de neighborhoods” 
which was a lot of straight down and straight up. I would say that my partner, Russell and I, and our friends more prefer 
longer climbs and less steep descents. So, going to Stone Mountain may not have the thrill of a quick descent but is more 
fun for us. We did Spain which was climb climb climb but you might climb a half hour solid or even at hour at one point 
and then have a measured descent. The subdivision tour kind of had no rhythm to it. I note below you are changing the 
course and maybe my issue will mitigate along with it. I wouldn’t have written the last paragraph except you wanted input. 
It really was great. -Randy

Eric and Doug - I thought you guys put on a good event. It was my first time participating and I did the 60 mile route. 
Some comments - I liked the 60 mile route. It was scenic, challenging, good pavement, and plenty of room re: bikes vs. cars. 
Per my garmin, the elevation gain was only around 2800, not 5500. I didn’t think the registration issue was that big a deal. 
Seems like you guys had more registrants than anticipated. Stuff happens. That’s why showing up early is a good idea. Early 
registration the day before would be nice though. The rest stops were really well done and appropriately spaced. If I had to 
make a comment, it would be that a couple more port-o-johns at the 9, 20, and 40 would have been welcome - long lines 
there. The finish line set up was nice as well. The live band was a nice touch. The only real negative I would raise concerns 
the swag, which admittedly is minor. I thought the T-shirt was lacking. Seems like lower quality material and the silk 
screening on mine is pretty noticeably crooked. Like I said, I don’t think that’s a big deal and didn’t do the ride for swag, but 
I would rather have a ride themed bike bottle that looked good than a mediocre t-shirt that’s going to look really poor after 
a few washings. Just my two cents. Overall - very good event, well done, well planned, and well-staffed. It seemed centered 
on the ride, as it should be. I know you guys worked hard and there were probably a million logistics headaches that you 
had to deal with. I thought you guys pulled it off and I’ll be back next year. Thanks, Jeff

Hi guys - it was my 1st time doing it and I enjoyed it but did have some concerns. There was limited info on the website 
about registration and the need to go there and, yes, total chaos in the dark. I was biking the 23 mile with a 14 year old 
(who did great - she hammered the hills on a hybrid with no clips or cages while the adults walked) and I was concerned 
with some of the intersections coming down steep, hilly roads with little notice. There needs to be more of a police pres-
ence on the course, sag vehicles (we saw none) and some type of medical support that is visible and that riders know 



about. It was a tough 23 miler but fun and I loved the section near the end on Riverside Dr by the river - pls keep that it the 
course. Glad that you are adding a 40 miler. Smile, thanks for having sweet tea at the end - it was wonderful! Cheers, Holly

Great day Eric! Hot as hell but I had a good ride. Thanks to you and all volunteers for putting on a great event. I only have 
2 suggestions: 1. More coolers for water - makes for shorter lines. 2. Wristbands instead of stick on numbers - I saw a lot of 
people that had a problem sticking on the numbers because of the humidity. Thanks again! -Bob

 

It was an awesome day - thank you to all who worked behind the scernes to make this ride possible.  The food was great, 
the weather  cooperated, the ride was fun!!  I’ve already ordered my picture!! Thank you, Thank you!!! -Lucy

I am sure you’re receiving tons of emails so don’t feel obligated to reply. I just wanted to mention to you that this ride was 
mine and my husband’s first ever “real” bike ride. We go on lots of rides just the two of us and I’m big into mountain biking, 
but we had never paid to do any kind of organized event. We both did the metric century and really had a great time. We’ll 
be doing the 100 mile option next year for sure! Even being beginners to this kind of thing, we were able to tell that the 
thought that went into the route(s) must have been substantial. All the road choices had great scenery, fun hills, and were 
safe and very well marked. Maybe my idea of what is safe differs from others, as I am a dedicated bike commuter to GSU’s 
campus and riding in downtown traffic hardens the nerves :) Nevertheless, the roads were great quality and there was not a 
mile of the route that I did not enjoy. The rest breaks were awesome too!

The only suggestion we would make is that we wished that there was a technical shirt option to the registration. T-shirts are 
cool (and thanks for not running out of size smalls!) but whenever we do adventure races or other events we get techni-
cal shirts. Maybe that is not typical for cycling events, or for this type of cycling event, which is fine, as I imagine it would 
increase the cost of registration and we got the impression that this was more for fun, which it was :)

Thanks so much for a great time and we’re definitely looking forward to next year! 
Amanda

I did the 60-mile route this weekend.  I just started riding last fall and my longest ride before now was about 35 miles.  This 
ride was great and I can’t wait to do it next year.  Thanks for all your work setting this up.  I thought it was really well run.

That said, I’ll give you my thoughts on what can be better next year though you have probably heard these already.

1. The registration tables need tall signs so people can see what lines to get into.  There was a lot of confusion in line be-
cause even if you walked up to the table you could not tell which letters of the alphabet were where.

2. For some reason, the street markings changed somewhere around historic Roswell.  The “400>” markings changed to 
just yellow arrows.  I live near there so I already knew the end of the route.  But when I turned onto Coleman Rd there were 
literally 8 riders looking around at each other and me trying to figure out which way to go.  I don’t know why the markings 
changed, but either continue the “400>” markings or just announce that the last few miles are different.  The turn-by-turn 
directions were a great idea.  One lady actually had those out and figured out she was on the right road as I came along.

These two issues were minor in the grand scheme and I had a great time on the ride.  Congratulations for pulling off a great 
event. -Dale

Cannot say enough good things about the Century Ride last Sunday.  It was my very first one so felt a bit overwhelmed @ 
the start but overcame those “butterflies” with no trouble.  Can recall only one point (maybe 20-25 miles into the ride?) 
where the road dead-ended into the top of a “T” and no immediately visible markings indicted whether to go left or right.  
A nice man in an SUV drove up, smiled and said, “You’re supposed to go left.”  Took him @ his word, which was good.  
There were also stretches in the route where we had to travel a good distance between markings, but as long as riders paid 
really close attention, everything was fine.  Never made a wrong turn the entire day thanks to you and the other guardian 
angel in the SUV..



Thank you for all your incredibly hard work.  It happened to be my birthday and one to remember for the rest of my life.

Take care, Whitney

Hi! Do you have contact info for the photographer? (http://kent-photo.photoreflect.com/store/store.aspx )

Sent from Ashley’s iPhone

All in all, a great ride - Stewart and I enjoyed being part of it!  I took several pictures, see my Facebook page under Mobile 
Uploads. -Cookie

It was a great ride!  I wasn’t ready for the 60m route and I was afraid the 23 mile route wasn’t going to be enough. You took 
care of that with the hills.  Challenging route.  However, because of the hills and the heat I went through 2 water bottles 
pretty quickly.  I filled up the one at the rest stop but was out of water before the last climb.  It would have been nice to have 
another stop or move the rest stop further out.  I think the finish hill was very tough for the 9m group.  Hills are great but 
keep in mind the lower mileage group is generally content with maybe 1 challenging hill and the rest rolling hills.  Way too 
many riders were having to get off their bikes and walk. -Barbara

We had a great day!  Thanks to all for their hard work.  We did the 62m roure and enjoyed it for the most part.  I could 
have done without the 3 sisters (hint hint) Old Alabama 2x is challanging enough.   My observations was that there was not 
enough bathrooms or drink jugs.   the lines at every stop were too long.  I would guess that you should double the drink 
stations and increase to bathrooms by 50%.

Perhaps it is time to have a competition to design the logo for next years shirt. Already looking forward to next year.

Regards, Michael

Thanks for organizing a great ride! Second year in a row and it was just as fun as last year.  Only feedback would be to have 
alittle salty options at the rest stop.  Didnt really see much of it until later on in the ride.  Otherwise like I said, you guys did 
a great job!  Was also wondering if you guys had pictures like last year?? ( http://www.ga400century.com/2012/2012Pics/
index.php ) (http://kent-photo.photoreflect.com/store/store.aspx ) Thanks!
Bruce

I will like to say that it took a lot of hard work. I want to congratulate Eric and all the volunteers for such an excellent 
execution of this event. We all can help make it even better not only by giving suggestion but also rolling up the sleve and 
work together side by side. I have never been to a century or a race that is flawless in some peoples eyes. We will never be 
able to make everyone happy. But once we get the feedback from a larger number of participants we will have a better idea 
where do we need to improve.
Thanks to everyone involved. Ride safely. -Manny

Love it. I am all about how “WE CAN” rather than “how we can’t” Nice to hear from Heather. -Doug

It was great. Thx Eric. P.S. also LOVE the t-shirt material. -Marcy

The  only two things I would recommend changing would be the registration, which you have already addressed and the 
t-shirts.  They were a bit thin and would put year on it.
Thanks! Heather
GA400: The thinner material is the latest in T-shirt fad and costs more. We worked to bring a higher quality product to the 
riders. We hope in this hot weather the thinner material might be beneficial.

Thank you for a fun race. This was my first and I only did the 23 mile distance but I loved it. Look forward to next year:)

Do by any chance have any extra Small t-shirts? I could trade in my XSmall. **We ran out of T-shirts
Thanks again -Ann



Hey thanks, Eric, glad to be of service.  I got your note yesterday, and you already covered the idea of early packet pickup 
and a 40 mile option, both of which are great ideas.  The only other comment I would add is that maybe it would be a good 
idea for each registration table to show the letters on a tall pole, for which last names they have the numbers for.  It was a 
little confusing having to guess and ask which line we needed to be in, especially with people walking bikes around and 
through the lines.  I’m all about good signage.  Other than that, I thought it went very well, once I found the right line, it 
went quickly, I got my number and went to the staging area.  When you spoke on the cop’s loudspeaker, that was very loud 
and clear, I’m pretty sure everyone was able to hear that, so that was also a good idea. And thanks for the warning about the 
cracks on GA400, good advice.  Of course, once underway, I chatted up some onlookers and totally missed an important 
sign, so I went a few extra miles with the 64 milers before realizing my mistake and turning around to get back on the 23 
mile route. But that was my fault.  But hey, it gave me a few extra miles, not a bad thing.

Thanks again for all the work you and Doug and everyone else put in!  Hope it all went well from  your end.

David

We did get him singed up, and thankyou for putting on a great event. Was my first organized ride, and my 16th ride since 
taking up cycling, my first 60. Had a lot of first looking forward to next year, hope its cooler  :-)  Richard

The band rocked!   what was their name and how do you get chosen for it? Reg

Response: The band was formed out of Camp Jam and I saw them at a local battle of the bands (which ironically, they did 
not win or place), but they were the ones who had the most stage presence, especially given their ages.

Their name is Aaxiss and they have a facebook page.

If you know of bands that are interested in playing next year, please feel free to put them in touch.  I contacted the Camp 
Jam and Music Matters programs to see if they had any other bands, but after the initial excitement, both failed to pan out.

Jud Shumway
404-783-6329
Shumwayguitarworks.com
Facebook: Shumway Guitar Works
Shumwayguitar@gmail.com

It was a great event overall for my wife and I and we definitely plan to be back next year for the 40 miler!  Since you men-
tioned registration and early packet pickup, I won’t :-)  I do think at least 50% more port-a-johns are needed based upon 
this year’s numbers (15 instead of 10) so you might even need more than 15 if registration moves above 1300 next year.

The cue sheets for miles 4-6 were not consistent with the actual route.

Also, in my experience with events like this, usually there are better refreshment options at the end of the event - especially 
fruit and Gatorade/PowerAde.

Finally, the first few miles of the ride were pretty crowded.  Specifically, it was crowded from Northridge Rd until the split 
when the 60 & 100 milers went in a different direction (miles 4-12) (after mile 12 the 23 miler was very wide open).  I know 
this was a ride and not a race but many people like to keep a certain cadence and pace - which are not possible or safe in 
a ride that’s this crowded and various skill levels.  I don’t know the right answer to this but some consideration should be 
given as to how to make it less crowded.  Some of those options might include:

1) Staging based upon skill level - self reported but try to get the faster riders towards the front
2) Pacing the number of bikes onto GA 400 by allowing two single file lines at a time....I realize this would take some time 
and perhaps would mean a longer closure for GA 400 which would be difficult - perhaps the GA 400 portion should be 
shorter and flatter - Haynes Bridge to Mansell or Mansell to Holcomb Bridge?



Again, we had a great time and will be back.  I hope my comments just help make a good event even better!
Thank you,
Toby

Response: We always have a challenge with the staging and spacing.  The problem is we only have 30 minutes while GA 400 
is closed.  We don’t want to upset GADOT and not get our permit next year.  Hence we send everyone as fast as possible 
hoping some of the slow riders get in early to allow them off of 400 without being picked up.
We hope to meet with DOT to discuss extending options on 400 and moving the time slightly later.
Eric

Great event!  Will do it again. -Hamp

What a great job you and your team did.  It was a fun ride and being able to ride down 400 is a rush!  I have been on each 
of the rides since the inception and plan to ride again next year.
Thanks for your hard work,
Mike

Congratulations on a job well done on GA 400; sounds like 1300 cyclists agree it was a fine ride. I hope to be in town next 
year to volunteer and ride. Best, Tom

Thanks for everything.  The course marking was great except two spots.  The turn from Ertis Rd. to Cox Rd. was marked 
well, but was confusing because there was one of the big chalk symbols that have straight arrows right before the intersec-
tion and I missed the smaller turn arrow, my fault, but maybe backing up the chalk marking would have helped.  The sec-
ond one was the turn from Magnolia to Coleman Rd. the symbols that had marked the whole route were not there.  Overall 
though the route marking was a huge improvement over last year.

Thanks for putting on a great ride, see you next year.

Ben

Me and my friends had a great time. We’ll be back next year for sure. Would you please send out any information on pic-
tures if it is available?

Thanks , Jake

Thank you for putting on the event. Ended up doing 110 miles. Coming out of rest stop 60 (same as 50)no volunteers or 
signs to direct you where to go so I went the way I came and ended going 5 miles each way out off course. Back tracked to 
the rest stop and they told me to go down the side road it was on. Signs there would be helpful please. Also being hot, most 
of us was empty water wise from 60 to 80 mile rest stop. If can break to 75 then 90 (15 miles) between it would be helpful.
Thank you Neil

Hi, Yesterday was our first organized ride and we really enjoyed it! We saw photographers taking pictures during the ride 
and were wondering if those photos will be available to us.

Thanks, Darlene

Overall: Well done!  There are so many things that went smoothly that it will be beneficial to list them as well as improve-
ment suggestions in order to ensure successful continuity.  An event of this magnitude takes a LOT of coordination to be 
successful - and for this our first joint event, again well done.  Now, I offer additional observations and suggestions for one 
portion of the event - the Start/Finish.

Observations:
I arrived at the Start/Finish about 4:30am and there were already riders arriving.   The parking lot was pitch black, so I used 



my car’s headlights as temporary lighting.  Other volunteers did the same.  The main light source (generator) was late to be 
turned on and was pointed away from the registration tables.  We could have used the smaller light sources at various loca-
tions as well (using extension cords).

Suggestions for next year:

1. Because this event starts so early (6:30am), we should have everything set up at least 2 hours before the Start.  This is 
only 90 minutes before the riders begin to stage for the Start.
2. Obtain sponsors well in advance of the event (get commitments by September 2012 (this year) so we don’t have to pur-
chase the following:
a. Start/Finish Food and Drinks, etc.
b. Rest Stop food, drinks and supplies
c. Bagels (disburse bagels to rest stops)
d. Coffee
e. Water (more water)
3. Give out “Event Checklist/Timetable/Contacts Sheets” to Persons-In-Charge
4. Have parking lot lights (generator) up and running earlier (4:30AM?)
5. Designate specific vendor/sponsor booth locations at Start/Finish prior to event day.
6. Begin PA Announcements earlier (by 4:45AM?)
7. Provide music and sponsor announcements during registration.
8. Have route maps/cue sheets available.
9. Have minimum of 10(?) stations to expedite pre-registered riders (ride numbers & t-shirts) with lights for better reading 
and visibility.  Long lines of Riders were starting to panic by 6:15am, afraid they wouldn’t make the ride Start cut-off time.  
About 6:20am we had the riders who were still in the lines ignore their specific designated lines according to “Last Name” 
in order to expedite their getting ride helmet numbers in time for the ride.
10. Have minimum of 2 tables (with lights) for day-of-event riders to fill out applications. (People were standing in lines 
around the sign-up table.)
11. Have minimum of 4 stations (with lights) to register the day-of-event riders.
12. Provide helmet numbers that adhere to wet helmets.
13. Provide chairs/tents for finishers/spectators to hang out and enjoy the revere.   Possibly block-off or tape-off a big desig-
nated area in the parking lot for the Finish party.

Kudos to all the volunteers and organizations who participated as well!

Frank

Hi guys,

Will the finish line photos be available online?

Phillip

The ride was awesome even for someone on a Mountain Bike.  I looked for and heard you but it was crowded :)

40 miles and early packet pickup would be helpful.   Have a sponsor help
with that, it would bring them business.

I did overheard from others about the signage at some of the turns was not obvious or clear.  I didn’t really notice because I 
followed everyone else in front of me.

Tshirts were great.  I love the fabric and design.

Great job organizing it, looking forward to next year.



See ya at the gym or next event.

Thank you

Casie

I am already gathering my volunteers for early packet pick up.
We can do it at a bike shop (they should love the people buying tubes and nutrition).
Also, I think we should include some rules of the road, words to use, things you should never do on a bike.
I will also volunteer to write that.
Your friend who is part of the solution :) Heather

Response: This is why America is a great place - its the people!

First thank you for organizing the event.

The suggestion that is foremost in my mind is for better course marking.  On the 60 mile course some of the later direction 
markers were few and not very large.  There were a couple of forks just before the sisters that were not marked and it was 
possible to go off course.

Thank you,

Joseph

Hey guys!  Thank you so much for organizing this event!  It was my first time participating, and I did the 60 mile course...
very challenging, but totally worth it.  The scenic roads were a nice break from the city, and I really enjoyed myself out 
there.  It was super nice to have the rest stops, and all of the volunteers did an amazing job.

I just wanted to mention a few things while they are fresh on my mind.  I was thinking that for next year it might be nice to 
have waves at the start.  Have the 100 milers start off first, then a few minutes later the 60 milers and so forth.  This might 
solve some of the bottleneck issues and low speed tipovers.  Also, I was not aware that we would be crossing so many busy 
intersections without any traffic officials on the course.  Luckily I was always with a few others at these intersections and we 
managed to get across safely, but for someone who is not as experienced or confident a rider it might be nice to have more 
details about that in advance and maybe send out an email reminding people of cycling etiquette and rules of the road, etc.

Overall, I really loved the ride (and the shirts!!) and greatly appreciate all your hard work!  I plan to be back next year to do 
the full 100!
Thanks! Elizabeth


